
Wig� &Weave�
Do you ever envy the glamorous women that grace the covers of your favorite fashion
magazines? Do you wish that you could try out the long and luxurious locks that your feminine
idols love to show off so naturally in their tight, glamorous styles? Well, worry no more. With this
completely exciting and pleasurable file, you can have the hair that you have always wanted
whenever you desire!

Listen as I gently encourage you to use a wig or a weave in order to make your hair more
desirable and feminine. Discover that you love to try out wigs and weaves and hair extensions
more and more as you slowly work towards finding the perfect look that is completely feminine
and beautiful and exciting for your future. Learn how easy it is to change your outward
appearance to match the every day you that you have always craved to become.

Crave the perfect hair to go with every outfit you own and every event or occasion that you
might be interested in attending. Listen often, and use your new knowledge to shape your
fashionable future into exactly what you have always desired it to be.

✧ Intuitively knowing that I will have the most confidence in myself whenever I am wearing
a feminine wig.

✧ Feeling excited and aroused and happy whenever I am shopping for new feminine, wigs
to wear.

✧ Craving the attention that I receive whenever I am wearing a beautiful wig in front of
others.

✧ Fantasizing about the exciting and pleasurable and erotic feeling of wearing a long and
luxurious and beautiful wig.

✧ Fantasizing about having the perfect hair for every occasion.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I need to wear a wig or a weave each and every day in order to

have the perfect feminine look.
✧ Imagining myself walking down the street with my beautiful and feminine and seductive,

long, feminine locks flowing behind me.
✧ Craving to wear a wig in order to make my look completely perfect and beautiful.
✧ Imagining myself happily walking down the street with my beautiful and long and

feminine locks cascading behind me.
✧ Intuitively knowing that wearing a wig will make me look more beautiful and feminine and

glamorous each and every day into my future.
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✧ Knowing that wearing a wig or a weave will make me feel confident and beautiful and
loved in my life.

✧ Feeling beautiful and elegant and feminine whenever I wear a beautiful wig.
✧ Craving the perfect hair to go with every cute, feminine outfit that I desire to wear.
✧ Craving to be beautiful and fashionable and elegant with my hair.
✧ Desiring to wear a wig or a weave that makes me look more beautiful and feminine than

I have ever felt before.
✧ Feeling proud and confident and happy whenever I choose to wear a feminine wig or a

weave as I go about my day.
✧ Feeling proud and confident and good about myself whenever I am wearing a beautiful,

feminine wig.
✧ Remembering to wear a beautiful and fashionable and feminine wig often in order to feel

confident and loved and seductive in my life.
✧ Feeling proud and confident and happy whenever I am wearing a beautiful and

fabulously feminine hairstyle.
✧ Feeling proud and happy and confident whenever I look into a mirror and love what I

see.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and accomplished whenever I find a beautiful, feminine wig

or style in order to look my best.
✧ Knowing that it is completely normal and healthy for me to use a beautiful and

fashionable and feminine wig in order to completely match my ideal look and image for
my desired future.

✧ Loving myself whenever I am wearing a beautiful wig.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and accomplished whenever I am wearing a beautiful and

natural looking wig.
✧ Remembering that I have always loved to wear beautiful and luscious wigs and styles in

order to look my feminine best.
✧ Feeling excited and enthusiastic and happy whenever I try on a new, feminine wig.
✧ Feeling excited and enthusiastic and happy whenever I choose the best wig style for

each of my outfits.
✧ Craving to wear a feminine wig in order to feel confident and beautiful and loved in my

life.
✧ Knowing that I will always have the perfect hair for any event that I desire to be at.
✧ Knowing that I will feel confident and beautiful whenever I am wearing a wig or hair

piece.
✧ Fantasizing about wearing a long and luscious wig whenever I desire to feel sexy and

alluring.
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✧ Craving to have the perfect hair in order to look the way that I have always desired to
look.

✧ Preferring to wear wigs and hair extensions in order to discover the perfect, feminine
hairstyle that I have always desired.

✧ Feeling excited and happy and confident whenever I wear a hair extension to make my
hair look even more beautiful and alluring and feminine.

✧ Preferring to wear a beautiful wig or a feminine weave whenever I desire to look my best.
✧ Remembering that I have always preferred to wear a wig or a weave in order to feel

confident and beautiful and feminine in my life.
✧ Preferring to wear a wig or a weave in order to look my best whenever I desire to leave

my home.
✧ Feeling happy and fulfilled and satisfied whenever I have beautiful and feminine and

fashionable hair.
✧ Craving to have long, beautiful, feminine locks whenever I desire.
✧ Feeling happy and at peace and relaxed whenever I am deciding what to do with my hair

in the morning.
✧ Fantasizing about how happy I will be once I have long and beautiful and feminine hair.
✧ Thinking about having the long and luxurious and feminine hair that I have always

desired and craved in my perfect future.
✧ Feeling excited and enthusiastic and happy whenever I try out a new look with my hair.
✧ Fantasizing about having perfect, feminine hair each and every day.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having the hair that I love will make me feel happiness and

comfort and pleasure whenever I see myself in the mirror.
✧ Loving the feeling of my hair being styled in a beautiful, feminine fashion.
✧ Feeling confident and beautiful and happy whenever I am wearing a feminine wig or a

weave.
✧ Wearing a wig or a weave in order to feel beautiful and feminine and loved in my future.
✧ Feeling excited whenever I find a new style of wig or weave that I love to wear.
✧ Preferring to wear a wig or a weave in order to make my hair look more feminine and

beautiful and alluring.
✧ Knowing that I will be happier once I am wearing a wig or a weave in order to make my

hair look perfect and feminine and beautiful.
✧ Remembering that I can easily change my appearance whenever I desire to by simply

wearing a feminine wig.
✧ Craving the feeling of wearing a wig or a weave in order to feel beautiful and feminine

and alluring in my ideal future.
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✧ Intuitively knowing that I am more beautiful and desirable whenever I am wearing a
feminine wig or a weave.

✧ Finding the idea of wearing a feminine wig or a weave at all times to be pleasurable and
exciting and erotic.

✧ Remembering that wearing a wig will help me have fashionable and beautiful and
feminine hair whenever I desire.

✧ Preferring to have long and luxurious and beautiful, feminine hair.
✧ Loving to shake my long and beautiful and feminine hair as I dance to my favorite girly

pop songs.
✧ Knowing that I will always look beautiful and trendy and fashionable whenever I am

wearing a feminine wig to accent my seductive style.
✧ Wearing a feminine wig or weave in order to feel confident and beautiful and loved

whenever I leave the house.
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